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Executive Summary 
Self-drive car rental business has grown leap and bounds in India over past 10 years. The 

concept is now well recognized, entry barriers have reduced, customers are spoilt for choices 

but the average price hasn’t come down and the charm of renting and driving a self-drive car is 

somewhat lost due to excessive restrictions and other factors. This whitepaper provides a 

snapshot of the changes self-drive car rental business in India has undergone over past 10 

years, from point of view of an early customer and car enthusiast who has managed past 10 

years renting self-drive cars, without ever feeling the need to buy one. 
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Introduction 
I got my first job in 2005 and within first few years, few of my peers started buying cars on loan. While I 

was always enthusiastic about cars, the prospect of buying one didn’t excite me. Main reasons being: 

 I believed car is more of a liability and not an asset, due to expenses involved in maintenance, 

insurance and depreciation 

 I knew I would have to keep moving cities- moving a personal car to another state needs 

additional spending on NOC, re-registration and other expenses 

 There is no one car that is suitable for all situations. A small car can’t handle long drives on bad 

roads with lots of friends; bigger cars are expensive and not easy on congested roads and so on. 

 Cars get outdated super-fast. Cool features of a new car today gets obsolete within years or get 

too common. One will always wish for more latest models- selling and upgrading every few 

years is not at all pocket friendly 

 My usage was very limited- only for weekend/very occasional use. Daily office commute was 

better done on public transport/bike. Cars take more time in peak hour. 

I had got my license as soon as I turned 18. I was aware of the idea of self-drive car rentals that existed 

abroad but in 2005-2006 there were not many self-drive companies in India, and few that existed 

needed a credit card with lots of limit. I didn’t have any relatives who would happily lend me their car. 

So I would occasionally visit a driving school, pay them a few hundred rupees per hour and request them 

to let me drive their car around a bit. 

Eventually I did rent a car on self-drive for the first time in June 2008, from Carzonrent (Hertz India 

franchise) in Chennai. It was a Skoda Octavia Rider for which I paid about INR 4500 a day + fuel extra. 
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The old Skoda had lots of kms on the odo but in excellent condition. I drove overnight from Chennai to 

Mysuru, spend 2 days with my family and drove back to Chennai by Monday morning. Few of my friends 

gave me company. There was no speed limit back then and I thoroughly enjoyed the ride. Except a flat 

tire near Vellore, the 3 day, 1300+ kms trip was without any incident and totally fun. [Detailed 

experience here] 

After that there was no stop. Till this date I haven’t bothered to buy a car, have rented and driven 100s 

of cars from various agencies, seen the self drive car rental industry evolve over the years. In past 10 

years I have probably spent more money on self drive rentals than what it would have cost me to buy a 

compact sedan. But I don’t regret- I rented in different cities, didn’t spend on maintenance and got to 

try wide range of cars. While the self drive car rental industry in India has grown leap and bounds, 

accessibility has increased, the terms and conditions have got lot restrictive and the average price of 

rental is steadily increasing. This whitepaper aims to explain the evolution of India’s self-drive car rental 

industry and how the fundamentals have changed. If you are a self drive rental customer or an executive 

in any self drive rental company, I hope this whitepaper provides valuable insights from the point of 

view of a seasoned customer and enthusiast. 

 

Evolution of Self drive car rental in India over the decade  
Below table shows various changes the industry has gone through in past 10 years 

 2007-2012 2012-2015 2016-2018 

Players Carzonrent, Avis, Autoriders, 
Car Club were main players. 
All these companies had 
chauffer driven car rental as 
primary and self drive as 
secondary focus 

Zoomcar launched by David 
Back and Greg Moran- Fully 
focused on self drive cars 
 
Carzonrent becomes Myles 
Many more companies take 
birth 

A dozen+ operators in 
each Mega city 
Zoomcar, Myles, Revv, 
RTT, Royal Brothers, 
Volercars n many more 

No of cars Very few Many Many 

Ease of 
booking 

Complicated- mostly offline 
or online+ offline 

Lot simpler-Online & App Online & App 

Entry 
Criteria 

Tough entry criteria- Credit 
card needed, 30k to 1 lakh 
deposit, DL should be 2 
years old etc 

Small deposit, other modes 
of payment accepted, no 
experience needed, anyone 
with DL can rent 

No deposit 
Wallet and multiple 
payment options, 
anyone with DL can rent 

Alternate 
options 

Regular car rental like 8 
hours/80 kms for Rs 800 or 
1 day/200 kms @Rs 7 per 
km etc 

Uber, Ola provide good 
alternative, conventional 
chauffer driven rental next 
best option 

Uber, Ola gets popular. 
Ride share, outstation 
and other options give 
good alternative, bike 
rental available 

Rules & 
Restrictions 

No restrictions on speed 
limit, usage etc. Damage if 
any will be deducted from 
deposit 

Speed limit, usage limit, no 
pets, no smoking and so on 

Speed limit 100/120 
kmph, usage limit, no 
pets, no smoking etc 
and Speed Governors 
installed (80 kmph) 

http://www.enidhi.net/2008/06/chennai-mysore-self-drive-dating-skoda.html
http://www.enidhi.net/2008/06/chennai-mysore-self-drive-dating-skoda.html
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Self drive 
Bike rental 

Only in Goa and select 
places in India 

Started in Bengaluru n other 
metros (Wicked Ride, RB) 

A dozen different 
players in metros, few in 
tier 2/tier 3 cities 

Tax 12.4 % VAT 12.4 % VAT 18% GST 

Pricing 
Model 

Pay a daily rent, fill fuel at 
your expense 

Weekday/weekend separate 
rent, usage limit like 120/240 
kms, charge for excess kms 

Weekday/weekend 
separate rent, usage 
limit like 120/240 kms, 
charge for excess kms 
 
Surge pricing for peak 
season 

Avg price 
for a small 
car per day 

Rs 1300 per day + fuel extra 
based on actual usage 

Rs 1400 (weekday) 
Rs 2000 (weekend) with 120 
km fuel included + various 
extra charges applicable 

Rs 1500 (weekday) 
Rs 2500 (weekend) -120 
kms fuel included + 
excess km charges, over-
speed penalty etc 

Industry 
leader 

Carzonrent 
Avis 

Zoomcar 
Myles 

Zoomcar 
Myles 

Accident 
liability 

Up to deposit amount Max 10k for zoomcar Max 10k for zoomcar 
25% of car’s value with 
Royal Brothers 

Most 
Luxurious 
car 
available 

Skoda Octavia, Ford 
Endeavor, Corolla 

BMW 320d, Merc A, C and E 
Class, GLA etc 

Ford Mustang, Maserati 
Ghibli, Audi, Volvo n 
many more 

As you can see in the above table, a few things have changed for good 

1. The idea of self-drive has caught on 

Back in 2008, I had to explain why the car has black and yellow number plate, how I could rent the car 

without a driver and so on. Over the decade, the idea of self-drive has clicked. People in India are now 

aware of this option and won’t hesitate to try it out. Many individuals see the value proposition- of not 

having to invest heavily in buying a car and manage with rented one. This is good as each self-drive car 

has a potential to keep 10+ cars off the road. Less cars people buy; better it is for environment, traffic 

and urban management. 

2. Lots of self-drive companies and car options 

Back in 2008 I had lots of difficulty in finding a proper self drive car to rent. Agencies often won’t 

respond to phone or email, cars are always booked on chauffer driven rentals or agencies were keen 

only on corporate clients/those who rent for months, not a weekend customer. Often I had to go to 

private operators, who would rent white board cars keeping some original documents and cash as 

security. But this has changed for good. Big cities now have dozens of rental companies and even tier 2 

cities are getting few self drive companies. So there’re more options, easy process and availability. I 

don’t have to book weeks in advance or depend too much on any one agency. 

3. Reduced entry barrier 
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Back in 2008, the eligibility to rent a car was lot complex- one should have a credit card (mandatory), be 

able to pre-authorize a deposit that ranged from INR 30000 (for small cars) to INR 100000 (for bigger 

cars like Endeavor, E Class etc), DL should be 2 years or older and so on. All these entry barriers have 

now gone for good- most companies let you rent if you have a DL, no experience required, no deposit 

needed. But the downside of this relaxation is various rules and restrictions such as speed limit, usage 

limit and so on, that make the experience less fun than it was before.  

But a few things have gotten worse over time: 

1. Average rental price is going up! 

Mobile data now costs a lot less than what it used to cost a decade ago. But average rent of a self drive 

car hasn’t gone down despite competition and high availability. Car purchase prices have almost stayed 

stable over the decade- a decent hatch used to cost INR 5 to 6 lakhs back in 2008 and costs pretty much 

the same now. There’s no increase in capital cost. But yes, fuel cost, labor cost has gone up. (For 

agencies that include fuel price in rental, fuel cost is 13-18% of rental amount). Doing a road trip with 

rental car today costs at least 50% more than what it used to cost me a decade ago. Plus the agencies 

have come up with several clever policies- I need to select exactly how many kms I will use. If I use more, 

I have to pay a per km extra charge. If I use less, I don’t get a penny back. So now I need to plan my exact 

usage to last km before booking- if my plan changes, I should either pay extra or lose money 

unnecessarily. Rental firms can give an option to change the plan during booking- it doesn’t cost 

anything- like say I have booked a 1 day 300km package but I realize that I will be using only 100kms- 

then if I can change the plan to 1 day, 120 kms package I can save some money. But No! Giving such 

options to customer, though technically feasible will hurt cash flow. 

2. Rules have turned unfavorable 

Lots of terms and conditions have turned unfavorable to customer.  

 Minimum rental duration: 

Earlier I could rent a C Class or E Class for 2 hours from Myles, Audi Q3 for 4 hours from Revv and so on. 

Now the minimum rental duration stands at 4 hours for Myles & Zoomcar and 10 hours for many other 

agencies. If my intention is just to experience a new luxury car I need to shell out more money. 

 Weekend/Weekday/Peak Season 

Earlier rental was flat. Now price varies by weekday, weekend and peak season. Obviously most of my 

needs are on weekend, hence more spending than earlier. 

 Over-speed penalty 

Massive penalty for over-speeding- a few such incidents will spoil your trip economics and expenses. 

Rental agencies should ideally work with OEM to limit the top speed of a vehicle to desired kmph- if the 

vehicle can’t go faster than the set limit, there will be no need to track its speed or penalize customer. 

But No, over-speed penalty is easy money for rental agencies. Now cars in some states are being fitted 

with speed governor that limits the car to 80 kmph due to government order- which further 

compromises driving experience 
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 Cancellation & Modification charges 

Earlier rental companies were liberal on modifications and cancellations. Now everything attracts a 

charge. If I can’t plan my trip with extreme precision, I lose money. 

 Accident Damage 

Some companies like Zoomcar have it limited to INR 10000, but with few others (like Royal Brothers) this 

could be as high as 25% of car’s value – that is about 2 lakh rupees in worst case scenario for a small car 

like Swift. Cities are getting more congested and all drivers are getting impatient. No one wants to leave 

space or someone else pass through. Some dents, scratches are almost impossible to avoid. A few major 

incidents can set you back by lakhs, evaporate all your savings and make you regret not having bought a 

car instead.  

3. The pride and fun factor is vanishing 

Earlier one needed certain eligibility to rent a car on self drive- a credit card, some experience, be able 

to deposit large sun- INR 30k to 1 lakh etc. Now the entry barrier is reduced to none, except the legal 

need of a Driving License. The premium-ness is gone. Too much automation means no human touch. 

Couple this with half a dozen restrictions- speed governors, speed limit, usage limit and other rules, the 

joy of driving is taken away. 

Trips back then and now 
Back in 2008-2010 Now (2017-2018) 

Search for available options, block a car, get booking 
confirmation by specifying date & time 
 
Worry about exact trip details later 
 
Free cancellations/modifications up to 24 hours 
 
Not too many rules 
 
Use as much as desired, return full tank 

Need to calculate exact usage to select right package 
(120/240/300 kms etc) 
 
Search for available options, block a car, get booking 
confirmation by specifying date & time 
 
Worry about half a dozen rules & restrictions, lose 
money if I can’t use as much as I had planned, lose 
money if I end up using more than  planned number of 
kms 

Below are some of my self-drive trips in the past- same trip will now cost a lot more- at least 50% more 

due to changed pricing models. It is no longer economical to go on short duration super long drives with 

a rental car. Of course fuel price has increased by about 50% in past 10 years, but fuel is only a small 

component in overall expense. Even when considered fuel excluded rental amount, there’s been a 

steady increase. 

# Trip Details Earlier Now Increase 

1 Bengaluru-Wayanad- 2 days, 
700 kms, Scorpio, weekend 

October 2008 
Myes, INR 6000 rent, 
2500 fuel 
Total: INR 8500 

INR 12900 with 
Zoomcar, 720 kms 
included 
 
Or Myles XUV  
INR 9180 (unlimited 
kms) + 1200 LDW + 
3600 fuel = 
Total: INR 14000 

Approx 1.5x more 
expensive 
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2 Chennai-Mysuru, 3 days,1300 
kms, Skoda Octavia 

June 2008, Carzonrent 
13500 in rent, 4000 in 
fuel 
Total: INR 17500 

Zoomcar Verna Rs 
20640 (1440 kms) 
Myles-City 16234 
(Unlimited kms) + 600 
LDW + 6000 fuel = 
Total: INR 23000 

1.25x more 
expensive (Verna n 
City are not a match 
to Octavia but 
closest available) 

3 Delhi-Bareily-Amritsar-
Wagah-Dharmashala-Delhi 
5 days, 2000 kms, Swift Dzire  

May 2014 
Rented from Myles for 
10000 Rs 6000 in fuel 
Total: INR 16000 

Zoomcar Aspire 
23400 (1800 kms) + 
3000 excess kms = 
26400 
Myles 
29860 unlimited kms + 
8400 fuel + 1000 LDW 
Total: INR 39264 

1.65x more 
expensive 

4 Benglauru-Murudeshwara & 
Back- Friday night till Sunday 
night, XUV500, 7 people, 1200 
kms 

March 2014 Myles, 
INR 6600 in rent, 5000 in 
fuel, Total: INR 11600 
No speed, usage limits, 
excess km charges 

Zoomcar Hexa  
INR 21270 (1200 kms) 
Myles XUV500 
9180 unlimited kms, 
+1800 LDW+ 7300 fuel 
Total: INR 18500 

1.6X more 
expensive 

All amounts in INR. I have considered two major players- Zoomcar and Myles for current day pricing 

comparison. There’re many other agencies but at a high level, their price would be similar to either of 

these two players.  

Increased pricing and more stringent rules have forced me to rethink my approach to self-drive rental. 

Below are some of the options I exercise now. 

Dealing with changed policies and increased prices 

1 Book closer to travel date once plan is finalized- to avoid cancellation/modification fee and NOT 

to lose money on 120/240/300 kms policy, I now wait to finalize my plan-date, time, no of people 

(to decide small car or SUV) and approx kms and then book, compared to an earlier process wherein 

I would first block a car and then plan rest of the details. Availability is no longer a concern. 

 

2. Try bikes 

Where possible renting a bike saves lots of money 

 

3. Try to wait for offers & leverage them, if it is worth 

When bookings are poor, rental companies run some offers- often comes with complicated terms, 

but at times worth using. But I still prefer a lower rental all around than high rental+ marketing 

gimmicks. 

 

4. Use Uber/Ola/Public transportation where possible 

Make a serious assessment of alternate options and check if it is viable to manage without a car at 

disposal. Now that cars are available in various tier 2 cities, taking a train to these cities and renting 

there is more economical than renting in a big city and driving all the way. 
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Major players in Self Drive rental business (Bengaluru) 
I feel Bengaluru can be considered capital of self drive rental business in India. Most companies deep 

presence here. NCR, Mumbai and Hyderabad seem to be next 3 big cities. 

# Company Key highlights Remarks 

1 Carznrent 
Myles 

Early player, had self drive & chauffer drive 
rentals, didn’t focus much on self drive in 
early days 
 
Later rebranded self-drive wing as MYLES 

Was my preferred choice as rent & fuel 
was separate and there was no usage limit. 
But recently changed pricing model to look 
similar to Zoomcar’s. [Details] 

2 Avis Another early player but never focused 
much on self drive. Now trying to revive. 

 

3 Car Club Rented from them couple of times on self 
drive. Now seems defunct w.r.t self drive 

 

4 Autoriders Early player- still operational in few cities Never found their pricing/cars tempting 
enough to book. At present they rent with 
daily 240 kms usage limit (fuel included) 

5 Zoomcar First pure play self drive company, credited 
with creating a revolution in the self drive 
market and now well known name and 
market leader 

Growing exponentially with close to 85% 
market share #4, presence in 27+ cities and 
1000s of car models. Most competitors are 
found to be copying Zoomcar’s pricing 
model. Huge investments and believed to 
be profitable in most cities. 

6 Revv Earlier had a fixed rental + per km 
maintenance charge model, now offering 
both with fuel & without fuel rental option 
but with usage cap (120/240/360 kms per 
day) 

They don’t have fixed location like others, 
delivery is done from a central hub, Rs 300 
extra mandatory and usually 30-45 mins 
late than promised time if your address is 
far from garage or during peak hours. Gets 
tricky if you’ve to return the car n catch a 

Government Apathy 
Governments in India apparently do not seem to understand the contribution of self drive cars- 

that each self drive car can eliminate several owned cars and contribute to decongest roads and 

reduce pollution. Government of India still sees self drive cars as a luxury and imposes a steep 

18% GST on them, compared to 5% on regular taxi. (This is despite considering a self drive car as 

a taxi for all practical purposes- speed governor to be installed, interstate permit fee has to be 

paid, taxi line annual tax has to be paid 

 

Many state governments don’t provide adequate RTO support for self drive (TN for example), 

forcing agencies to add white board vehicles or register their vehicles in neighboring states. Plus 

self drive cars are limited to 80 kmph with speed governors, taking all the joy out of self drive. 

 

Probably governments don’t really want people to stop buying cars (why lose on tax?)If serious 

about pollution, traffic de-congestion etc, reduce tax on self drive cars and encourage public to 

use them more instead of buying cars. 

 

http://www.enidhi.net/2018/02/myles-new-pricing-policy-from-bad-to-worse.html
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train or flight, though remote locking is 
available. 
 
Present in 11 cities 

7 Volercars Rents with unlimited kms (fuel extra), 
decent options of cars, 

Present in 6 cities 

8 Royal 
Brothers 
/Driven 

Prominent bike rental company, recent 
entry to car rentals. Volvo n Maserati Ghibli 
on offer, 300 kms a day & fuel extra pricing 

Self funded company. Car rental in 
association with Driven, Accident risk 
liability of up-to 25% of car’s value is 
biggest risk (For an entry level car like 
Swift, you may have to pay up to 2 lakhs in 
worst case scenario, whereas it is limited 
to INR 10k with Zoomcar 

9 Drivezy Rents both bike and car, usage limit applies Bengaluru only 
10 MyChoize No usage limit & limited liability 

Deposit applicable, GST Extra, limited 
options 

Present in 9 cities 

11 vroomdrive 240 kms a day usage limit, limited options Bengaluru only 

12 jiffycars BLW 5 series on offer, unlimited kms, fuel 
extra 

 

13 selfdrive.in Very early player, focused on Mumbai, 
Pune n Goa 

Wanted to try their VW Beetle earlier but 
complicated terms like midnight to 
midnight= 1 day n rules were a turn off- 
now changed to more reasonable terms 
and price but Beetle seems to be 
discontinued 

14 ziphop.in No weekend premium, fuel extra, 250 kms 
usage limit per day, 115 kmph speed limit, 
deposit applicable 

Mandatory washing charge extra in some 
cases, insurance difference payable in case 
of damages 

15 selfroadiez 120kms per day usage limit, fuel extra, 
cheaper on weekdays, 2x on weekends 

Many cars are from Driven 

Pricing models 
One should understand different pricing models adopted by rental agencies. The rental schemes with 

usage limit are often very expensive for ultra-long trips. 

# Pricing model Adapted by Notes 

1 Fixed daily rent, no km usage limit, 
fuel extra 

Carzonrent/Myles earlier 
(now changed to #4) 
jiffycars 

Highly flexible- don’t have to plan the 
trip till last km. Beware of hidden FUP 

2 Fixed daily rent + per km maintenance 
fee, no usage limit, fuel extra 

Revv (now changed to #3 
& #4) 

 

3 Fixed rent inclusive of fuel, rental 
depends on usage (120/240/300 kms 
etc) and additional per km fuel 

Zoomcar  

4 Fixed rent exclusive of fuel, rental 
depends on usage (120/240/300 kms 
etc) and additional charge per km, 
fuel extra 

Myles High rent + high per km charge inspite 
of customer paying for fuel 

5 Fixed daily rent with a FUP like 
300/350 kms + excess km charges, 

Selfroadiez, RB 
vroomdrive 
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fuel extra 

GST Inclusive vs GST Extra 
Some companies like Zoomcar & ONN Bikes have GST included in their display price (now Myles also). While others 
like Avis, MyChoize and Royal Brothers add GST in subsequent stage. This is an important factor while comparing 
the rental- 18% GST Applies not just on rental but on every possible expense- excess km charges, damage charges, 
pickup & delivery charges and so on. Thus need to factor 18% extra on everything if the agency is not including tax 
in its display price. 
 
Other hidden charges: 
Myles adds a LDW (or an option to pay 5000 security deposit) in next screen. Few agencies charge mandatory 
delivery charge (like Revv), cleaning charge etc. Airport pickup/drop convenience fee is another major factor- 
usually costs about Rs 500/700 + 18% taxes extra- often making self-drive option expensive to other alternate 
options. 

Additional services & revenue sources for self drive companies 
# Charge Type Fees Remarks 
1 Door drop/pickup Approx Rs 300 Mandatory with Revv as they don’t have pickup sites 

2 Over-speeding 
penalty 

Rs 500 onwards, 
depending on how 
many times 

Some charge as much as Rs 2500 for over-speeding 

3 Damage charges Rs 1000 onwards, 
sometimes up to 25% 
of car’s value 

Most minor dents and scratches are never fixed or 
simply polished, as long as vehicle is usable, though 
customers are billed a bigger amount. Zoomcar has a 
cap at 10000 INR, Royal Brothers charge up to 25% or 
car’s value, which will be several lakhs of rupees 
 
Some companies even charge daily rent for the time 
vehicle is out of service for repair, even when its 
utilization could be only for 10 days a month 

4 Per km charges 
beyond usage limit 

Rs 12/km onwards 
with fuel 
Rs 5/km without fuel 
with some agencies 

If customer uses less than stipulated kms, no credit, no 
refund. But every extra km needs to be paid dearly. 
Myles charges Rs 11 per km excluding fuel, which 
doesn’t seem fair.  

5 Cancellation & 
Modification charges 

Ranges from Rs 200 to 
Rs 500 approx 

 

6 Other penalties- 
cleaning charges, 
smoking penalty etc 

Several thousand 
rupees 

 

6 Cross listing  Refer text below 

Collaboration through cross listing: 

Though rental companies appear to be competing fiercely, they do collaborate with each other where 

possible. Most self drive companies are found to list their cars on each other’s websites, just to increase 

the possibility of getting a booking. For example, Ramesh Tours n Travels (RTT)’s Ford Mustang is listed 

on Mylescars.com for weekday bookings. Some of their cars are also listed on Royal Brothers n other 

agencies. Driven’s cars are listed on Royal Brothers, Selfroadiez and few other firms. Understandably it 

will be cheaper to book directly with the agency that owns the car where possible. Booking on other 

agencies websites will usually make you pay their mark-up and also a high risk of not getting exact car 

booked, if it gets booked by multiple parties or if there’s a communication gap between agencies. 
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Things that turn me off when I go to collect a car 

1. Empty Tank: Most rental agencies claim to provide full tank and expect full tank in 

return. In practicality, fleet executives are lazy to tank up- they give the car with 

empty or whatever quantity was left and ask customer to return with same 

quantity. This is a big turn off for me, as I now need to scout for a fuel station 

instead of beginning my road trip. Also it is a pain to calculate exact quantity of fuel 

needed for my trip- if I add more, it is free money to the company, if I add less, I will 

be asked to pay 

2. Dirty car: Dirty car spoils photographs, spoils the initial impression when I go to 

pickup friends 

3. Many dents and scratches: Though money is collected from customers for damages, 

often fixing is not done as long as vehicle is drivable. Driving around in a car with 

lots of dents and scratches doesn’t create right impression. Sometimes existing 

damages develop further during driving- like a small crack on tail lamp will develop 

to major crack due to vibrations while driving and can result in disputes between 

customer and fleet staff while returning. 

4. Cheapest variants: Rental agencies seldom reveal which variant of the car they’re 

offering. Truth is, most of the time cheapest variant is purchased to save cost- this 

means very little safety, entertainment and comfort features in the car- which spoils 

your experience. If not the top end, rental firms should aim to buy mid variants or at 

least declare the variant clearly on booking site. 

5. Delays: When I arrive at the venue, my objective is to finish formalities and drive out 

asap. But often delay is caused because car is not ready (previous customer not yet 

returned or car is in another location) or it is yet to be cleaned and so on. Not being 

able to start my trip on time affects my itinerary and I hate this avoidable delays. At 

times companies offer upgrade but most of the time local fleet executives don’t 

have authority to give a different car or all cars have some booking, thus customers 

are forced to wait. 

6. Wrong map location: While confirmation emails contain map coordinates, at times 

following the map leads to a wrong location- like about a km away from actual 

location. Without proper signage, navigating to pickup location at times gets tricky 

or time consuming 

7. Very old cars: While many companies try to keep a fresh fleet, at times they’re 

forced to rent aged cars trying to maximize profit. While I never had a major 

breakdown, few of my friends had got cars that failed to start on the way and had 

to be pushed or towed to nearby garages 

8. Worn out tires: cars with their tires having uneven wear or without enough threads 

often carry much higher risk. 
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Optimizing vehicle utilization 
In order to maximize profits, rental companies need their cars to be on the road for as long as possible. 

But this has been a challenge. Majority of demand is during a weekend, when most working class wishes 

to go on a weekend trip. For rest of the 4-5 days in a week, demand is usually very poor. Based on 

information supplied by a marketing executive of a Bengaluru based self drive rental company, the 

average utilization of their vehicle is  about 11 days a month, usually most of it is on weekends and 15 to 

16 days at best. Demand is relatively higher for small hatchbacks because they are cheaper and often 

serve the purpose, without having to spend a lot on premium sedans. 

Ideas Details 

Discounted weekday 
rentals 

Weekday rentals are keep a bit lower to attract more customers 

Rent to work schemes Office goers can rent from Monday to Friday at heavily discounted rates, 
to win customers who would otherwise spend on Uber/Ola for their 
home/office commute. 
 
A detailed analysis of this scheme is available here 

Affiliate programs like ZAP, 
Angels 

Allows individuals to buy a car and add them to zoomcar/myles fleet. With 
this model, rental companies don’t have to worry about capital, utilization, 
maintenance, depreciation and so on. Any revenue generated is shared 
between rental company and car owner, while all risk and expense is 
owned by the owner 

Sharing assets between 
companies 

RTT has some of its cars listed on Myles or Royal brothers, for better 
chance of getting a booking (Ford Mustang, owned by RTT in BLR is listed 
on Myles. Many other companies seem to have behind the scene tie ups 
to share costs & inventory so as to maximize returns. 

Offers and discounts Regularly floating offers and discounts to get more booking- I try to make 
use of these but often they are accompanied with lots of terms and 
conditions- if not read carefully, savings won’t be much. Also I would 
prefer a regular lower tariff, than an inflated tariff with occasional offers- I 
can’t book just because there’s an offer or can’t wait till an offer if I have a 
confirmed need. 
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Cars that survived vs those that didn’t 
Over the years, I’ve seen rental companies adding cars and then removing them from their fleet after 

sometime. A few models seem to be evergreen whereas many came and vanished. The cars that stood 

firm over the time are obviously the ones easier to maintain, durable and loved by customers. 

 

Economics of owning a car 
Is renting still cheaper for someone who don’t need a car every day? Below is a rough calculation 

Consider life of an IT Professional, who goes out on two weekends a month. That is approximately 25 

different rentals, 2 days each and each trip takes about 500 kms 

# Own a car Rent a car 

Core 
Expense 

7 lakhs purchase price 
Approx 2 lakhs interest (if taken on loan) 

Rs 7500 per weekend (480 kms package for 
Figo/Similar)  
7500 * 25 weekends 1.87 lakhs 

Overheads Overheads 

 Approx 50000 per year towards 
insurance, minor repairs & 
maintenance 

 Fuel charges for 12000+ kms: 
INR 50000 

Possible overheads 

 Cost of reaching pickup centre n back: 
Rs 300 * 25 = 7500 

 Possible penalty for minor scratch, 
dents: 10000 

 Possible penalties- such as cancellation/ 
modification, over-speeding, peak 
season extra, excess km charges: 5000 

 Interstate permit fee: 5500 approx 

 Total: 2.15 lakhs per year 
End of 5 
years 
 

Total spend so far 9 lakhs + 1 lakh/year * 
5= 13 lakhs 
Resale value: 14 lakhs 
Net spend: 11 lakhs (with loan) 
Net spend: 9 lakhs (without loan) 

2.15 lakhs * 5= 10.75 lakhs 
Interest earned if you’d deposited 6 lakhs in a 
bank: Around 2-2.5 lakhs (best case) 
Net spend: 8 lakhs+ 

Cars that stood test of time 

1. Mahindra Scorpio 

2. Ford Figo 

3. Maruti Swift 

4. Mahindra XUV5OO 

5. Toyota Innova 

6. Hyundai Grand i10 

7. Honda Jazz 

Cars that failed 

1. VW Vento 

2. Tata Nano 

3. BMW 320d 

4. A Class 

5. Tata Safari 
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Pros Car at disposal, no need to book, 
pickup/drop- high flexibility and 
convenience 
No speed governor, usage limit or other 
rules 
Lot cheaper-if not bought on interest OR 
if using for long term (like 8-10 years) 

No upfront payment 
 
Can try different cars based on need 
 
No maintenance liability 
 
Option to take train/flight and rent locally 

Cons Stuck with one model, may not be 
suitable for all situations 
 
May still have to rent in other cities, if 
not possible/preferable to drive all the 
way 
 
More maintenance, insurance, parking, 
toll and other expenses 

Time n effort to plan, select right package, 
book, pickup, drop, deal with customer care etc 
 
Extra charge applicable for excess km usage, 
cancellation/modification, speed limit n various 
rules violation 
 
Some cars will not be in good condition 
 
Possible delays while pickup 

Above comparison assumes a use of 25 weekends or 50 days an year. Thus the numbers are pretty 

close. If the usage is much higher- at say 75-100 days an year, unit economics tilts towards owning a car, 

if usage is much lesser, at say 30 days an year, then forget buying, manage with rentals. Also if you 

extend the maths to 8 or 10 years, own car will prove more economical. 

From my own example, I have spent close to 8 lakh rupees on various rentals over past 10 years. But 

point to be noted these spending are over multiple cities- Delhi, Guwahati, Mumbai, Pune, Coimbatore 

Bangalore and Chennai, and I drove a wide range of cars. Some rentals included fuel. Even if I had 

owned a car I would have spent a few lakhs in other cities. Overall I don’t regret. But I suspect at some 

point convenience of owning a car might take over savings from rentals-if rental process, terms and 

conditions get too complicated to deal with. 

Instead of owning a car as detailed in above example, there’re few other alternatives 

Subscribe:  

You don’t own a car, but get to subscribe for a fixed fee. Revv and Zoomcar offer cars on subscription. 

This is ideal if you need the car for few months- subscription economics don’t seem to work out if you 

intend to use the car for several years 

Affiliate programs 

Many companies have launched an affiliate program where can owners can buy a car and deploy them 

on rental agency’s fleet. Zoomcar calls it ZAP, Myles calls it Angels, RB and others have their own 

versions of this scheme. This is a very clever scheme- eliminates any need by the agency to invest 

capital- affiliate members will invest the money to buy the car, will pay for its maintenance, will own all 

the risk like low utilization, depreciation etc. Rental companies get to pocket a cool share from booking 

revenue, purely by leveraging their platform and technology. This model will probably work well for 

those who signed up early, but may soon reach saturation if demand doesn’t grow at par with supply. A 

fair bit of transparency is needed on how bookings are assigned to cars else low revenue may cause 

frustration among affiliates that their cars are not getting enough bookings. A clear example is in front 
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of us in the form of taxi aggregator, Ola and Uber. During their initial days driver partners made lots of 

money. Now the supply has increased but demand hasn’t, causing a serious dent in driver payouts. I am 

not saying it is bad idea to sign up for these programs. If you’re lucky and everything works well, you 

might get decent returns. Like any business investment, one should weigh the pros and cons and take 

final decision. 

 

Experience luxury cars at a small price! 
Some of these cars I can never afford to buy. Even if I had just enough money, I am not sure if I will 

spend it on these cars. Thanks to self-drive rental agencies, we can now rent and experience these 

luxury cars for a small cost. Of course there’re risks-like if I had wrecked the Maserati, I might have spent 

rest of my life repaying 40 lakh (Royal Brothers need you to pay up to 25% of car’s value in case of 

damage. They will claim insurance only above the amount) – and we’ve to stay within speed limit and 

various other rules- can’t use it as if we own it-it is a great feeling getting behind the wheels of these 

cars once in a while. Below are some of the cool cars you can rent in Bengaluru or few I’ve driven but 

now discontinued… 

# Car Agency Min Spend required Remarks 

1 Maserati Ghibli Royal Brothers INR 80000 + 1 lakh 
deposit 

24 hours/300 kms, 
weekday #2, #3 

2 BMW 5 series jiffycars.in INR 14200+ fuel + 50k 
deposit 

24 hours 

3 Ford Mustang RTT/Myles INR 11800 + 
LDW/Deposit 

4 hours/40kms 

4 BMW 320d Zoomcar - Discontinued 

5 Audi Q3 Zoomcar INR 840 4 hours/20 kms 
Cheapest Option 

6 Volvo S60 Driven/Royal Brothers 11500 + deposit 24 hours/300 kms 
weekday 
[Review | Rental 
experience] 

7 Mercedes C Class Myles - Discontinued 

8 Mercedes E Class Avis 13040 About 10 hours, 
weekday 

9  BMW X1 Volercars 8400 + fuel + deposit 24 hours 

10 Merc GLA Class Zoomcar INR 960 4 hours/20 kms 

11 Merc A class Zoomcar - Discontinued 

12 Merc CLA Royal Brothers 50000 + 30000 deposit 24 hours/300 kms  
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Increased automation 
Few companies like Zoomcar are aiming to achieve high levels of automation in the rental 

process using technology. Close to 80% of their booking is said to be happening via app#1. In 

fact self-drive rental works without human staff at many European airports. With app and 

SMS based controls, cars can be remotely unlocked and driver can zoom away. Several years 

back Zoomcar employees went on a strike against the automation initiative. One major risk 

in human-less operation is accident damage. Companies don’t trust Indian consumers to 

honestly declare damages and without a staff who can check the car on its return, the risk is 

lot higher. Also apps occasionally fail/freeze and customers don’t fancy sitting and waiting 

for it to work. Thus though most of the process is automated, each station is staffed. 

 

Sometimes customer has an issue and wish to speak to a human- but not sharing fleet 

executive’s number, having to go through complicated IVR menu options and other 

automation features cause lots of frustration and disappointment. With increased volume, 

attention that can be given per customer drops- this is a major downside of automation 
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The future 
I still believe self-drive cars are good option instead of buying cars, despite some drawbacks. Youngsters 

should consider buying a bike for daily use and rent a car on need basis, or buy a small car for everyday 

use and rent an SUV/Luxury car for long drives- this will help save some money, reduce number of cars 

on the road and good for traffic management and environment. Rental agencies, while trying to grow by 

volume, should consider a premium service for elite customers, in lines of Amazon Prime or airline 

business class- where a pre-qualified customer gets better cars, lesser restrictions and quality service for 

a premium price [A detailed blog post is available here on this]. Cost and convenience aspects apart, the 

joy of driving needs to be brought back to self drive rental. 

There’s still huge potential for self drive rental industry- particularly in tier 2, tier 3 cities. As the idea 

gains acceptance and people see value in renting instead of buying, more n more people will come 

forward to rent and drive. A bit of government support by means of reduced taxation can make it more 

affordable. Personally for me, the adventure or fun part is sort of gone, but economics of self drive still 

favorable. But at some point convenience and freedom may overtake economics and I might buy a small 

car within next few years, but would continue to patronage self-drive rental, particularly in other cities 

or when I need bigger cars. 

 

 

 

http://www.enidhi.net/2017/12/business-opportunity-premium-service-in-selfdrive-car-rentals.html
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www.airlineblog.in focuses on air travel, airline deals, tips, tricks and news. He has worked with several 
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reviews, launch events, social media campaigns and other such collaboration activities. He has won 
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recognitions over the years. He has also given motivational talks at multiple events on budget travel, 

travel blogging and managing a work-life balance by traveling without having to quit. 

Twitter: @enidhi Instagram: @enidhi Facebook: @enidhiblog Youtube: ShrinidhiHande 

Disclaimer 
All information are based on my personal rental experience, information available on company websites 

and other reliable sources, true at the time of writing this document. Rental policies, rules, rates and 

various other factors constantly change w.r.t time, from city to city, from one rental agency to another. 

Please do your due diligence if you’re using information in this document for any commercial purposes 
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